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Yeah, reviewing a book Mated To The Storm Dragon Elemental Mates 1 could ensue your close
friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, capability does
not recommend that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as skillfully as harmony even more than extra will allow each success. neighboring to,
the revelation as capably as acuteness of this Mated To The Storm Dragon Elemental Mates 1 can be
taken as well as picked to act.

Two Dukes and a Lady Mar 04 2020 Charles Ashdown, Duke of Densmore, and his closest friend
William Kenwood, Duke of Tennison, love gambling and womanizing too much to ever be ensnared by a
debutante. Certainly, no decent wife would allow the debauchery they enjoy. But the only woman they've
ever loved has returned. Unfortunately, Society, and likely darling Lily, will never accept the sharing
relationship they'd like to propose. Lillian Drew returns to England after her husband's mysterious death
and finds solace with her girlhood crushes, Charles and William. Sure, they're as unapologetically crass
and self-centered as always, but she loves them both. When her dead husband's creditors come after her,
she has no choice but to remarry, though she can't make up her mind which duke she'll propose to. With a
toss of one of the few coins she has left to her name, she hopes the loser will understand.
Rural Rides Feb 01 2020 Rural Rides is the book for which the English journalist, agriculturist and
political reformer William Cobbett is best known. At the time of writing Rural Rides, in the early 1820s,
Cobbett was a radical anti-Corn Law campaigner. He embarked on a series of journeys by horseback
through the countryside of Southeast England and the English Midlands. He wrote down what he saw
from the points of view both of a farmer and a social reformer. The result documents the early 19thcentury countryside and its people as well as giving free vent to Cobbett's opinions
Fated Guards (Guarding Their Dragon Mate Collection 1) Sep 29 2019 Sophia thought she’d be
fighting the fae army, not her attraction to four handsome rebels. Orphaned at twelve, half-blood Sophia,
part witch, part dragon, has grown from a member of the secretive dragon rebel army to the one in charge
of rebuilding her home town after the war with the fae. Now she not only has to deal with new
responsibilities but also with a team of four very handsome men who are supposed to help her, not distract
her… One spoiled fire dragon who won’t take orders from anyone. One broody air element witch carrying
a lot of pain from his past. One soft-spoken werewolf with hidden strength. And one mysterious fae…
Four very hot sources of trouble. The five have barely left for their mission when they run into the first
obstacle as they’re attacked by a group of renegade fae soldiers. Can they survive the attack? But more
importantly, can they survive the mission with their lives and hearts intact? This collection includes the
first three novellas in the Guarding Their Dragon Mate serial, Cursed Dragon, Hunted Dragon and Fated

Dragon, a six episodes long reverse harem #WhyChoose story. These novellas may include any of these
elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that
make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This story takes place in the same world as the
Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens after the events from the other series. Both series can be read
stand-alone, they are about different characters, but they are connected.
Back to Venice May 06 2020 Imagine what it would be like to go back in time to the 15th century
Venice. And imagine what it would be like to meet your lifelong hero, Michelangelo. And imagine what
it would be like if, on first meeting, you spill a tray of pasta and wine on that very same hero.Well, that's
what happens to serious young artist Mark Breen. As the result of a drunken bet, Mark knocks out a
painting of a toilet bowl. Much to his amazement, he sells it. In short order he's hailed as the new Andy
Warhol and becomes an overnight sensation-and a very wealthy man. Soon, images of his toilet bowls are
on more t-shirts, mugs, and calendars than Edvard Munch's The Scream.His friend and mentor, Hugh
Connelly, afraid that Mark is in danger of losing his "artistic soul," advises him to go back to Italy and
reacquaint himself with the "old masters." In Venice, Mark falls in love with Alexandra, a beautiful art
restorer, but it's a one-sided affair. One night, hoping to win her over, he climbs up on a roof to find out
who painted her favorite fresco. He falls off the roof and wakes up in 15th century Venice where he meets
an innkeeper named Francesca, who looks exactly like Alexandra. And it gets curiouser and curiouser
from there. During his stay-which is sometimes zany and sometimes frightening-he meet his hero,
Michelangelo, who teaches him the true meaning of art.
Light the Fire Feb 24 2022 The Fire God demands I become his Priestess...and take four mates.I've
secretly loved my four best friends ever since we were kids playing in the village together, but I can't have
them all--and there's no way I can choose only one.Blane, the town's resident bad boy who I can't seem to
resist. Roth, the scarred hero who once broke my heart. Derel, the infuriatingly sexy man I've been
betrothed to my entire life. And Falon, my best friend, who has never seen me as more...or has he?When
the Fire God chooses me to be his High Priestess, he demands I take four men to be my mates. Maybe I
don't have to choose after all... But will the men agree to give up everything to join me at the Fire
Temple? And if they do, what challenges will we face once we arrive there?Light The Fire is a standalone
story in the Her Elemental Dragons series and is set 20 years before Stroke The Flame. It can be read
before, during, or after the other books. Enjoy!
Her Elemental Dragons Mar 28 2022 Four sexy dragon shifters. A huntress with a dark past. A bond that
could save the world. I've spent my entire life running from my past and staying out of trouble. That's how
I've kept alive ever since my parents were killed by the Black Dragon, who's ruled the world under her
oppressive talons for as long as anyone can remember. But it's hard to keep a low profile when four
handsome strangers turn up in your village claiming you're destined to save the world. According to them,
they've been chosen by the gods to become elemental dragons-and I'm their fated mate. Which means one
day I'll be the most powerful dragon of all, able to control all four elements. Assuming I can unlock my
powers first...by getting intimate with each of my sexy mates. Auric, the clever prince. Jasin, the cocky
soldier. Slade, the protective blacksmith. Reven, the mysterious assassin. And me. We're the only ones
who can bring balance to the world and overthrow the Black Dragon-if she doesn't tear us to shreds first.
But as we continue our journey, secrets are uncovered about my mates that make me question everything,
even as things heat up between us. Yet the greatest secret of all lies in my own past-and it might destroy
us completely. This collection contains all five novels in the Her Elemental Dragons series-Stroke The
Flame, Kiss The Sky, Shake The Earth, Ride The Wave, and Embrace The Dark-as well as the prequel
novella, Light The Fire.
The Dragon's Need Jan 26 2022
Mikko: a Scifi Alien Warrior Romance Mar 16 2021 Hide and seek is a lot less fun in an alien prison
where the winner gets... me.Rian: I'm not a stranger to being behind bars, but this prison leaves a lot to be
desired. There are zero communal showers, minimal locking cells, and the other prisoners are extremely
hostile. That could be because they are aliens and this is a prison in another galaxy. Add in the fact that
I'm a human female, and my life span has just dropped some serious time. I'm about to go down fighting
when a scary blue alien with spikes decides he's my rescuer. Except he doesn't seem happy about my
presence and, well, join the club, buddy.Mikko: After spending a third of my life in the Pit, I returned for

some payback but instead find a human female fighting for her life. She's small, snarly, and irritatingly
beautiful. When a coveted reward is offered to the prisoners for our capture, the game changes. My
enemies thought I was unpredictable with anger issues before? They haven't seen anything yet. I'll escape
again with my female, and then the real payback begins.Mikko is a SciFi Alien Warrior Romance
featuring a prickly, snarky hero with a heart of gold and a heroine who loves as hard as she fights.
The Dragon’s Baby May 30 2022 Bored, and sick of being a broke college grad, on a whim Briala
Maddox accepts a job as a maid for the multi-million dollar Bane family on their palatial estate. It’s a
fairytale come true as she quickly falls head over heels for the castle...and the family’s resident bad boy,
Callum. Their attraction is instant and explosive, dangerous and almost inhumanly hot. When they finally
give in to their instincts and spend one scorching evening together, Briala wakes the next morning to see
that Callum has dragon wings. Coming to terms with sleeping with a dragon shifter and realizing she’s
falling for more than just a man is one thing, but now Briala is also pregnant with the dragon’s baby.
Captured Dragon (Guarding Their Dragon Mate 4) Sep 09 2020 Just when Sophia thinks she’s got a
handle on things going on in the dragon town, her whole world is rocked, quite literally. While Sophia,
Gale and Topaz ‘get to know’ each other more intimately, things are the school they’re camping out at
have taken a turn for the worse. A group of dragon rebels were supposed to arrive today, but they never
did, making everyone worry that they might have been caught by the deserter fae soldiers roaming the
area. As Sophia makes it back to the school, she finds out that the parents of Gaia, the little earth dragon
orphan, went missing last full moon and it’s another full moon tonight… Then more bad news reaches
her, another two sets of parents have gone missing… Sophia and her men try everything in their power to
find out why earth dragons are going missing, what’s happening to them. Why can Gaia still sense her
parents when they’re not there? And what does a magically locked room at the local library have anything
to do with it? This is the fourth novella in the Guarding Their Dragon Mate serial, a six episodes long
reverse harem #WhyChoose story. This novella may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I
need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and
curse the author). This story takes place in the same world as the Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens
after the events from the other series. Both series can be read stand-alone, they are about different
characters, but they are connected.
Guarding Their Dragon Mate [Full Collection] Oct 11 2020 Sophia thought she’d be fighting the fae
army, not her attraction to four handsome rebels. Orphaned at twelve, half-blood Sophia, part witch, part
dragon, has grown from a member of the secretive dragon rebel army to the one in charge of rebuilding
her home town after the war with the fae. Now she not only has to deal with new responsibilities but also
with a team of four very handsome men who are supposed to help her, not distract her… One spoiled fire
dragon who won’t take orders from anyone. One broody air element witch carrying a lot of pain from his
past. One soft-spoken werewolf with hidden strength. And one mysterious fae… Four very hot sources of
trouble. The five have barely left for their mission when they run into the first obstacle as they’re attacked
by a group of renegade fae soldiers. Can they survive the attack? But more importantly, can they survive
the mission with their lives and hearts intact? This collection includes all the novellas in the Guarding
Their Dragon Mate serial (Cursed Dragon, Hunted Dragon, Fated Dragon, Captured Dragon, Reclaimed
Dragonand Ferocious Dragon) a six episodes long paranormal reverse harem #WhyChoose story. These
novellas may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of
‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and curse the author). This story takes
place in the same world as the Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens after the tenth novella of that
series. Both series can be read stand-alone, they are about different characters, but they are connected.
The Griffin's Mate Nov 04 2022 A curvy businesswoman who's new in town + a lonely griffin shifter
searching for someone to share his nest + a small town with a big secret = a hot and heartwarming story of
love and family. Lainie Eaves never wanted to return to Hideaway Cove, the small town where her own
family rejected her years ago. When she inherits the family estate, she decides to sell the crumbling old
mansion and leave her painful history where it belongs: in the past. Then she meets Harrison, and her
world turns upside down. Lonely griffin shifter Harrison Galway thought he'd found paradise when he
moved to Hideaway Cove, where shifters can live without having to hide their true natures. But when his
mate Lainie walks into his life, he discovers that paradise comes at a price too high to pay. Fifteen years

ago, Lainie's grandparents made a choice that tore her family apart forever, but Lainie never knew the
reason: that she wasn't born a shifter. Now she's finally found someone who might fill that hole in her
heart-at the cost of everything else he holds dear. Hideaway Cove is a sanctuary for shifters, and that
means no humans allowed. Can Lainie let go of her painful memories, and make a fresh start? Or will
Harrison be forced to leave the only place where he's ever been welcome to live with the woman he
loves? The Griffin's Mate is a sweet, sexy standalone griffin shifter paranormal romance. No cliffhangers!
Dragon Rights Dec 13 2020 ***STANDALONE***Clarke Indiana, antisocial artist, needs an adventure.
She wants to live. She wants to love. And Gerri Wilder can make it happen. But like all Gerri matches,
Clarke isn't even a little ready for two sexy shifters that want her for a mate. They might be ice dragons,
but they're hot enough to melt away her resistance.Sleet and Hale are ice dragon alpha and beta on planet
Aurora. They've begged Gerri to help them find their mate to complete their triad. Without this special
woman, they will never be the rulers their clan needs them to be. Once they meet her, they know Clarke is
the mate for them. She's funny, sassy and those lips are driving them crazy.When Clarke learns the clan's
secret, she invests more than just her time with them. After innocent lives are put into danger, Clarke goes
all superwoman on them to get the precious ones back, no matter the cost. And it will take everything
both dragons have to keep her alive long enough to succeed.
Her Beloved Dragon Mate Oct 03 2022 When the full moon rises over Crescent Lake, Ruby will finally
discover whether she’s chosen the right mate. When the full moon rises over Crescent Lake, Ruby will
finally discover whether she’s chosen the right mate. Dragon shifter, Ruby, can’t wait to spend the rest of
her life with Hannah but without knowing if they’re fated, she’s not sure if she’s ready to commit.
Everything about Drakefield is elusive and new to Hannah, but she’s ready to embrace this hidden world
and its unusual customs. Or so she thinks… Will Hannah and Ruby discover they’re meant for each other
or will the truth break their hearts? - Her Beloved Dragon Mate is a fated mates paranormal romance
featuring a dragon shifter and her mate. It includes a standalone f/f romance and a dash of steamy
goodness. It is part of the Crescent Lake Shifters series.
Dragon's Mate Aug 28 2019 Her kiss will shatter realms... Dragon shifter and artisan blacksmith Hadrian
is determined to strengthen his fellow Pyr warriors in the battle against the Fae by forging them talons of
steel. He won't be seduced by the sensual promise of a firestorm that has to be a spell—even to help a
beautiful warrior escape the clutches of the Fae Queen. Rania is a swan-maiden and Fae assassin, who has
made a deal with the Dark Queen to break the curse over her brothers. All she needs to do is kill Hadrian,
but this dragon shifter won't die easily. It's more than dragon vitality that helps him survive her lethal kiss,
but Rania refuses surrender to his potent touch for any price when so much hangs in the balance. But the
Dark Queen's betrayal compels Rania to ally with the vital dragon shifter in a last-chance effort to save
her brothers and herself. Can Hadrian unfurl the painful secrets of Rania's past to give them a future? Can
Rania help Hadrian to realize the power of his own legacy to defeat the Fae? When barriers between
realms are destroyed, can love conquer the obstacles between these destined mates—and create a new
world for their unborn son? * * * The DragonFate Novels continue the story of Deborah's dragon shape
shifting heroes called the Pyr. Each book is a romance in which a dragon shifter meets his destined
mate—in DragonFate, those heroines have powers of their own. Maeve's Book of Beasts is a prequel to
DragonFate that introduces both Maeve's evil plan to eliminate paranormal species from the world
(including the Pyr) and the cast of characters assembling to defeat her. In it, you'll meet Sebastian, a
vampire who has escaped Maeve and is building the team to destroy her, and Sylvia, the mortal librarian
he chooses to hide the ancient volume stolen from Maeve. Sebastian gets more than he expects from
Sylvia—never mind that Maeve wants her book back—and Sebastian's slow-burn romance with Sylvia
will arc over the entire series. The other slow burn romance in this series features Mel, an immortal fae
who needs to find true love to break the curse placed upon her. She's haunted by her late husband,
Raymond, who betrayed her but wants to make it right. You can read Mel and Raymond's story, a
romance that doesn't end happily and a retelling of a medieval French fairy tale, in Claire Delacroix's An
Elegy for Melusine. The DragonFate series so far: 1. Maeve's Book of Beasts 2. Dragon's Kiss (dragon
shifter Kristofer and Valkyrie Bree) 3. Dragon's Heart (dragon shifter Rhys and selkie Lila) 4. Dragon's
Mate (dragon shifter Hadrian and swan maiden Rania) 5. Dragon's Wolf (dragon shifter Arach and wolf
shifter Wynter) - May 2022 *** The Pyr first appeared in Deborah's Dragonfire series of paranormal

romances, which is complete with 14 works and a world guide: 1. Kiss of Fire (Quinn and Sara) 2. Kiss of
Fury (Donovan and Alex) 3. Kiss of Fate (Erik and Eileen) 4. Winter Kiss (Delaney and Ginger) 5.
Harmonia's Kiss (a short story about the Dragon's Tooth Warriors) 6. Whisper Kiss (Niall and Rox) 7.
Darkfire Kiss (Rafferty and Melissa) 8. Flashfire (Lorenzo and Cassie) 9. Ember's Kiss (Brandon and Liz)
10. Kiss of Danger (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Alexander and Katina) 11. Kiss of Darkness (a
Dragon Legion novella featuring Damien and Petra) 12. Kiss of Destiny (a Dragon Legion novella
featuring Thad and Aura) 13. Serpent's Kiss (Thorolf and Chandra) 14. Firestorm Forever (Sloane and
Sam, plus Drake and Veronica, and Marcus and Jac. Yes, this book has THREE firestorms and is the big
finish.) 15. Here Be Dragons: A Dragonfire Companion *** dragon shifter romance, vampire romance,
librarian, new york city, manhattan, underground, hidden realms, dark fae, shifters, friends to lovers,
opposites attract, destined mates, melusine, ghost romance, love triangle, valkyrie, selkie, swan maiden,
shifters, urban fantasy romance, slow burn, enemies to lovers, psychic powers, witch, fated mate, enemies
to lovers, england, iceland, northumberland, blacksmith, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Donna Grant, Thea Harrison,
Jennifer Ashley, Christine Feehan, Lara Adrian, G. A. Aiken, Genevieve Jack
The Dragon's Charge Sep 21 2021 Brad Harper has known that the human bar owner, Tasha Jenkins, is
his true mate since he first met her by chance on a night out with friends. However, after his first mate ran
off with a human, he’s held a grudge and tries to put distance between him and Tasha as best as he can
despite working for her. But when both the human female’s bar and life are in jeopardy, he has no choice
but to protect her. The only question is: Can he resist her? Tasha Jenkins likes setting goals and achieving
them. It’s how she was able to establish a successful bar in Reno and be her own boss. However, when
some troublemakers show up and start harassing her clientele, hoping to put her out of business, she
struggles with what to do. Then there’s a threat to her life, and she finds herself swept into the unknown
world of dragon-shifters, where one dragonman in particular seems to both hate her and want to protect
her at any cost. When Tasha has no choice but to stay with Clan StoneRiver, she soon learns more about
the dragonman who used to work for her. And just when she thinks she can maybe craft a new path
forward, trouble shows up again. Will she be able to get her life back? Or will she find happiness in a
place she never thought to look? NOTE: This is a quick, steamy standalone story about fated mates and
sexy dragon-shifters near Lake Tahoe in the USA. You don’t have to read all my other dragon books to
enjoy this one!
Stroke the Flame Jun 18 2021 Four sexy dragon shifters. A huntress with a dark past. A bond that could
save the world. I've spent my entire life running from my past and staying out of trouble. That's how I've
kept alive ever since my parents were killed by the Black Dragon, who's ruled the world under her
oppressive talons for as long as anyone can remember. But it's hard to keep a low profile when four
handsome strangers turn up in your village claiming you're destined to save the world. According to them,
they've been chosen by the gods to become elemental dragons-and I'm their mate. Which means one day
I'll be the most powerful dragon of all, able to control all four elements. Assuming I can unlock my
powers first...by getting intimate with each of my sexy mates. Auric, the clever prince. Jasin, the cocky
soldier. Slade, the protective blacksmith. Reven, the mysterious assassin. And me. We're the only ones
who can bring balance to the world and overthrow the Black Dragon-if she doesn't tear us to shreds first.
STROKE THE FLAME is the first book in a new steamy reverse harem fantasy series.
Librarian Bear Jan 14 2021 Sarah is looking for love under the covers...of a good book!As a small-town
librarian, Sarah has her hands full with projects that range from running an in-library day care to planning
her best friend's wedding. Romance is a complication she doesn't need...until he walks in.Archivist
Matthew is a big-city bear shifter looking forward to a quiet, short-term project in Virtue before heading
to his dream job in New York. He didn't count on Virtue's vibrant, sexy librarian stealing his heart with a
single glance....Matthew never meant to stay; Sarah never meant to fall. But as they investigate a mystery
from Virtue's past together, neither wants to turn the page on a blossoming summer romance that just
might last a lifetime.LIBRARIAN BEAR is a delightful, steamy standalone with a guaranteed happily
ever after and no cliffhangers. If you're looking for charming, funny paranormal shifter romance, oneclick now and fall in love with the Virtue Shifters!
Fated Hearth (Guarding Their Dragon Mate Collection 2) Jul 08 2020 Just when Sophia thinks she’s got
a handle on things going on in the dragon town, her whole world is rocked, quite literally. The town

Sophia grew up in is in a very bad state. Earth dragons are going missing, leaving young kids orphaned,
and nobody knows what’s going on or where they’re taken. To make it even worse, a group of rebels who
were supposed to bring supplies to the town haven’t shown up, making everyone worried that they’ve
been caught by the renegade fae soldiers. Sophia and her men turn to an unusual source in their
desperation to find answers, a magically sealed room at the hidden dragon library. A place nobody has
been able to get into in decades. When Sophia manages to finally unlock the room with a spell passed
down from her witch father, everything she thought she knew changes. It seems her father was involved
in things that nobody had any idea about, showing a side to him that Sophia doesn’t know how to
combine with what her mother told her about him. To top it off, she’s confronted with a half-sister she
had no idea existed, a half-sister with fae and witch blood. Can Sophia and her men find out what
happened to the missing earth dragons? And how much is Sophia’s father involved with what’s going on
in the town right now? But most importantly, can they heal the town and the people in it, so that they can
thrive again, like they used to? This collection includes the second three novellas in the Guarding Their
Dragon Mate serial, Captured Dragon, Reclaimed Dragon and Ferocious Dragon, a six episodes long
reverse harem #WhyChoose story. These novellas may include any of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I
need tissues NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and
curse the author). This story takes place in the same world as the Lughnasadh Elite Academy and happens
after the events from the first 10 parts of the other series. Both series can be read stand-alone, they are
about different characters, but they are connected.
Under Fyre Aug 21 2021 Betrayed by her people, does she dare trust a dragon? The alien dragon shifters
who discover Earth come in peace—at first. Then, inexplicably, they threaten to attack. In an attempt to
show goodwill and appease the dragons, Earth sends a human woman to become a concubine to one of
the Draconian king's sons, Prince K'ev. K'ev would sooner give up his ability to breathe fire than accept a
human, but when he meets Rhianna, sparks fly, and his dragon realizes she's his mate. Rhianna falls for
the hot-blooded prince, unaware she's a key link in a desperate scheme to defeat the dragons, a strike that
could backfire with devastating consequences. Will she figure out what Earth has planned in time to save
her dragon mate? And if she does, will K'ev be able to save her planet from an angry king's retaliation?
Kiss the Sky Nov 11 2020 To unlock her powers she must mate with four sexy dragon shifters. One down,
three to go... I'm done hiding. I've stopped running. And I've finally accepted my destiny-to take four
dragon shifters as my mates so I can become the next Black Dragon, the wielder of all the elements. I've
already bonded with Jasin, my smoldering soldier, and soon I'll be getting intimate with Auric, my lofty
prince, Slade, my grounded blacksmith, and Reven, my frosty assassin. Only then can we become
powerful enough to stop the current Dragons, the overlords of our world. But as we continue our journey,
secrets are uncovered about my mates that make me question everything, even as things heat up between
us. Yet the greatest secret of all lies in my own past-and it might destroy us completely.
Song of the Wings Coloring Book Oct 30 2019
The Fury Queen's Harem Jul 28 2019 One hybrid Fury queen. Three pure-blood Dragon Princes. A
reverse harem with a dark fairy tale twist and an epic flair! My name is Daisy. I've been cursed to serve a
bad-tempered elemental in my beastly form for centuries. There's only one way to lift the curse: a kiss
from three true loves. To acquire even one is nearly impossible. How am I going to get three? Then three
gorgeous-as-sin, yet clueless dragon princes stumble into my lair. Only they do not come to kiss me. They
come to slay me without knowing who I really am. Unless they cut the three heads of the Furies-my
heads-or make the Fury Queen fall in love with them, they'll never shift back to dragons. Not surprisingly,
the princes all choose what they think is the easiest-to behead the beasts. Warning: This is a reverse harem
fantasy/paranormal romance that features one strong woman and her three sexy-as-sin Dragon princes. It
contains battles, steamy sex scenes, raw language, magic, swordfights, dark fae, dragon shifters,
vampires, and otherworldly nightmares of creatures, and at last, true loves, with a happy ever after at the
end of series.
Dragon's Baby Sep 02 2022 Not every alien is an enemy, even if he kidnaps you... Calista is happy with
her life of scientific research. She doesn't need love, she has her books, her friends, and her work. Things
are fine until her ship is attacked by space pirates and crash lands on a desert planet with heat so intense
she and her friends can't survive without help. Ladon is a Zmaj warrior resigned to a life alone, who only

desires to protect his treasures. His hopes for a mate faded long ago, yet when he meets Calista something
stirs. It takes only one look to know that she belongs to him. He's been alone for so long but she is the
ultimate treasure and he will protect her. Now there's only the small problem of her living long enough to
understand. A devastated planet, a mysterious history, space pirates, and threats environmental and alien
beset them on all sides. The sexy Zmaj warrior will have to battle the planet's ultimate threat in an epic
effort to obtain the one thing he knows Calista needs to survive. But will the other humans accept this
huge and alien looking dragon warrior? Or will they find him just as big a threat as the rest of the red
planet? The future of both their races depends on it.
Claimed by the Fire Dragon Prince Apr 28 2022 We set out from Earth in search of a new world. I never
thought it would end with us crashing on a planet full of dragon shifters.When I’m taken from my people
by a fierce Drakarian warrior, my first thought is of escape. Varus is the Prince of the Fire Clan. He
claims the glowing pattern on his chest means that I’m his fated one—his Linaya.I doubt he's going to just
let me go. But what does it mean to be fated to a dragon?Author’s Note: Each book in the Elemental
Dragon Warriors series can be read as a standalone romance, but it is recommended to read them in order
to enhance the reading experience. Written by USA Today bestselling authors, Aria Winter and Jade
Waltz !
Dragon's Tears Feb 12 2021 Discovering you may be the last dragon shifter alive-and that you're
destined to take four hot alpha shifters as your mates-can throw a girl for a bit of a loop. But now that Ren
is getting her powers and her enemies under control, her confidence is growing. A little hike into the
mountains to uncover her mother's last secret seems like no big deal with her guys by her side. Too bad
life has other plans. The farther Ren goes, the more other secrets surface. Secrets that threaten the fragile
peace between the shifters and the fae. Secrets that could destroy the bond Ren's forming with her mates.
With unexpected enemies around every corner, it'll take all her newfound strength to survive the fray.
Dragon Mate May 18 2021 Sometimes, survival depends on not being seen. I should know. That's the
only way I've survived. Getting accepted into a prestigious university was my chance at freedom; to
escape and live without fear and resentment. And with no emotional attachments--or at least that was the
plan. Until I see Egan. He's sexy, mysterious, and has muscles in all the right places. He invokes feelings I
don't want or understand. The more he shows up, the harder of a time I have remembering why staying
away from him was a good idea. But he brings deep, dark secrets that alter my entire world. Monsters
exist. Witches cast spells. And animals may be human after all. I either embrace fate and enter a strange
new world full of risks like never before or walk away. Maybe, I'm destined for heartache because
sometimes, love isn't worth what it costs to fall.
Onyx Dragons: Jasper Jan 02 2020 He's the peace-keeping Onyx brother, but there's unrest in his own
heart.Billionaire dragon shifter, Jasper, can have everything he wants.Everything, except for her.Rose is
his employee.The woman who makes him breathe fire.Her life is a mess, so she has Jasper tidied away
into the just-friends box.It's where he needs to stay for the sake of the Dragon Empire.Except that he
doesn't want to.Now, Jasper's got a decision to make.Loving Rose will cost him everything,But it will also
be his ultimate salvation.
Return of Dragons Jun 26 2019 What if ... You could save a rare species from extinction? What if you
could travel through time, to any location at any point in history? What if you could thwart the
assassination attempt of a leader? Would you take the risk? In the fifth book of this compelling,
metaphysical journey, the Joy Council intervenes to prevent dragons from being lured to their deaths as
the new dragon prince's life is endangered. A new world must be created if the dragons have any chance
of escaping a 900-year-old relentless tracker. But don't get too comfortable, because a plot to kill
Commander Ashtar results in the deportation of those who are not native residents of Earth. In this
exhilarating otherworldly adventure, readers will meet a myriad of interesting characters, travel through
time and space, and experience a voyage unlike anything you can imagine.
Dragon Bound Oct 23 2021 THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
ELDER RACES SERIES! Half-human and half-wyr, Pia Giovanni spent her life keeping a low profile
among the wyrkind and avoiding the continuing conflict between them and their Dark Fae enemies. But
after being blackmailed into stealing a coin from the hoard of a dragon, Pia finds herself targeted by one
of the most powerful—and passionate—of the Elder races. As the most feared and respected of the

wyrkind, Dragos Cuelebre cannot believe someone had the audacity to steal from him, much less succeed.
And when he catches the thief, Dragos spares her life, claiming her as his own to further explore the
desire they’ve ignited in each other. Pia knows she must repay Dragos for her trespass, but refuses to
become his slave—although she cannot deny wanting him, body and soul...
The Mate Dec 25 2021 A prequel to the scorching paranormal romance, The Boss. Maddie Thompson’s
life just fell down a rabbit hole. Finding out she's a dragon shifter was one thing—she never quite fit into
the human world, and this new reality feels...strangely right. However, discovering the next step is to
choose a mate, and if she chooses wrong she'll die, is the other side of crazy. Especially when she already
left a piece of her heart with someone who didn't want it. To say dragon enforcer Fallon Conleth was
shocked when the Mating Council summoned him as a potential mate for a newly found dragon doesn’t
quite cover it. A mate is rare and precious and many dragons never find theirs. Fallon isn’t sure he’s
worthy of the honor, not when so many deserve it more. He’ll just go through the motions and return
home alone...until he sees Maddie. The human woman he reluctantly let walk away. Fallon already broke
Maddie's heart once, but if he can't convince her that they're meant to be, she'll die... and he won't be far
behind. Each book in the Fire's Edge series is STANDALONE: * The Mate (prequel) * The Boss * The
Rookie
Unicorn Vet Apr 16 2021 Who do you call when you find a tiny baby dragon? Shifter Vets!Angel is a
small-town veterinarian with a horny secret. Everly is a stressed-out manager on vacation who just found
a darling baby dragon. He knows they were made for each other. But a few things stand between them
and true love, namely...1. A truckload of mystery fish.2. His suspicious werewolf colleague.3. Her job
that won't leave her alone.4. The flaw in his magic that got him rejected by the other unicorns.5. A deadly
creature whose gaze turns living things to stone.6. A teleporting chicken.Her life is in the city. His is in
the country. But Vets For All Pets--and the magical animals its shifter vets care for--have a lot of practice
at bridging different worlds...Unicorn Vet is a sweet, short shifter romance, perfect for reading on your
lunch break. If you love tiny dragons, kittens with wings, and other magical creatures, one-click on
Unicorn Vet now!
The Dragon's Weakness Jun 30 2022 Dragon-shifter leader of Clan StoneRiver, David Lee, has vowed
to never take a mate. The previous five clan leaders all lost their mates to tragedy, and he is determined to
prevent any other female from sharing the same fate. Even when he discovers his true mate is human,
David tries his best to keep his distance to protect her. But when he’s forced to be near Tiffany for a
week, during an event to help orphaned dragon-shifter children, the human becomes harder to resist. It’s
going to take everything he has to keep her safe. Tiffany Ford is thrilled to be selected to help with the
orphaned dragon children. Even if the StoneRiver clan leader is distant and borderline rude to her at first,
she soon makes friends and enjoys herself. When David sets her a surprising challenge to test her
observation skills, she’s intrigued. And never one to back down, she accepts, curious to discover more
about the leader. As the days go by, Tiffany starts to realize there is more to David than his aloofness,
making her wonder if there could be something between them. The only problem is that they both have
doubts about each other. Will they be able to move past them before it’s too late? Or will a sudden enemy
take away their chance at a happy future forever?
Rendan Dec 01 2019 Violence is never the answer... unless you're a Preor warrior. Rendan sen Tarkan,
Offense Master to the Preor Third Fleet, has found his human mate. She is small compared to him, but her
curves, delicious scent, and sky blue eyes call out to his soul. He has waited for a female for over two
centuries and he will fight-kill-any who dare attempt to take her. Even one of his own males. One moment
Carla was unemployed and the next she was on the Preor battleship, working as a nurse for human-Preor
mates. Oh, and the next moment? That was when she found her sexy, alien pink-scaled mate. Then she
watched the muscular dragon shifter get beat to hell. And then she was assigned a condo in Preor Tower
on Earth. The person in the condo next door? That sexy, alien pink-scaled male. Learning about the proud
alien warrior isn't trouble free, but it's easier than almost dying. Yeah, almost. But the Preor who tried to
end her life? Well, he doesn't quit easily. She only hopes Rendan is there to save her when the alien tries
to end her life once again.
Shake the Earth Nov 23 2021 The fate of the world rests on the shoulders of four sexy dragon shifters and
the woman they're sworn to serve...It's time for me to embrace my destiny as the next Black Dragon, the

one who can control all five elements and bring balance to the realms.I've bonded with two of my mates,
Jasin and Auric, and now we continue our journey so I can become intimate with Slade and Reven. It's a
race against the Dragons we're meant to overthrow, who will do anything to stop us from fulfilling our
destiny.We're going to need allies if we want to defeat the Dragons, even if that means confronting the
dark secrets of our pasts. But death and destruction follow us at every turn, and unlocking the hearts of
my last two mates seems nearly impossible. When all seems lost, will love be enough to save us?SHAKE
THE EARTH is the third book in this steamy fantasy romance series full of dark secrets, dangerous
enemies, and smoldering desires.
Daddy From Flames Aug 09 2020 Pregnant and without an alpha, human omega Grayson must rely on
his tenacity to provide for his unborn daughter. But when a fire claims his home and everything he's
struggled to work for, rescue comes in an unexpected form: the alpha dragon Altair and his flight of
firefighters who reluctantly take Grayson into their custody.Altair's resentment of humanity is matched by
a conflicting sense of duty to protect the town they share and all who call it home, human or dragon. He
and his flight brothers have never had to deal with an omega before-let alone a human-and now they have
one living under their roof! Everything Altair thought he knew about humans, omegas, and mates is called
into question-and with Grayson's baby on the way, he's about to find out what it's like to be a daddy.
Daddy From Flames is the first book in the Dragon Firefighters mpreg series. This book features dragon
shifters, a human omega, firefighters, an industrial fantasy setting, pregnancy/birth, new dads, a cat, love
healing wounds, action, fun, light drama, and, as always, a happily ever after.
Blood of Requiem (Epic Fantasy, Dragons, Free Fantasy Novel) Jul 20 2021 Free epic fantasy novel!
Song of Dragons -- a fantasy trilogy of blood, steel, and dragonfire. For fans of epic fantasy like A Game
of Thrones and The Lord of the Rings. BOOK ONE: BLOOD OF REQUIEM Long ago stood the
kingdom of Requiem, a land of men who could grow wings and scales, breathe fire, and take flight as
dragons. Requiem ruled the sky. But Dies Irae, a tyrant leading an army of griffins, hunted Requiem's
people, burned their forests, and shattered their temples. Requiem fell. This ancient land now lies in ruin,
its halls crumbled, its cries silenced, its skeletons littering the burned earth. In the wilderness, a scattering
of survivors lives in hiding. The griffins still hunt them, and every day promises death. Will Requiem's
last children perish in exile... or once more become dragons and fly to war? Blood of Requiem -- a free
epic fantasy novel for fans of dragons, A Game of Thrones, and swords and sorcery. ____________ THE
REQUIEM SERIES: Requiem: Dawn of Dragons Book 1: Requiem's Song Book 2: Requiem's Hope
Book 3: Requiem's Prayer Requiem: Song of Dragons Book 1: Blood of Requiem Book 2: Tears of
Requiem Book 3: Light of Requiem Requiem: Dragonlore Book 1: A Dawn of Dragonfire Book 2: A Day
of Dragon Blood Book 3: A Night of Dragon Wings Requiem: The Dragon War Book 1: A Legacy of
Light Book 2: A Birthright of Blood Book 3: A Memory of Fire Requiem: Requiem for Dragons Book 1:
Dragons Lost Book 2: Dragons Reborn Book 3: Dragons Rising Requiem: Flame of Requiem Book 1:
Forged in Dragonfire Book 2: Crown of Dragonfire Book 3: Pillars of Dragonfire Requiem: Dragonfire
Rain Book 1: Blood of Dragons Book 2: Rage of Dragons Book 3: Flight of Dragons
Healed by the Earth Dragon Prince Jun 06 2020 We left Earth on the colonization ships and ended up
crashing on a strange new world full of dragon shifters. Now that we're here, I'm trying to find my place. I
was one of the ship's doctors and now I'm studying to be a Healer. When disaster strikes, members of the
Earth Clan Healers are called upon to help. Little did I know their Prince would be among them. As soon
as we meet, he claims I am his fated one-his Linaya. But we barely know each other and I'm afraid to rush
into something so soon. But the more time we spend together, I find myself drawn to Kaj. I trust him with
my life, but can I trust him with my heart?
Embrace The Dark Aug 01 2022 I'm the daughter of heroes. I've trained my entire life to take my
mother's place as guardian of the world. I've prepared myself for being mated to four dragon shifters. But
nothing could prepare me for this. I'm not mated to four men, but five. The Death Goddess has chosen her
own champion and demands I take him as my mate too. If I refuse? She'll unleash the realm of the dead
upon my world. Too bad he's the cruelest man I've ever met, and I want absolutely nothing to do with
him. Neither do my other mates. But we'll have to find a way to embrace his darkness...or watch the world
fall into chaos once again. This is Sora's book, set after the end of Ride The Wave.
Mate Apr 04 2020 Spitfire Disgrace Matthieu Boudreaux has one wish: to age out of the Pedigree he

despises, then destroy it. With one year left before he achieves the first step of his goal, Matthieu finally
has some hope for an independent future... until a surly Amethyst dragon by the name of Geoffrey Drake
and his entourage show up at Matthieu's cloister and inform him he's been selected to be part of an
'experiment.' Geoffrey Drake, proud and stuffy legal counsel for the Amethyst clan, has been charged
with ruining his own life. His mission? Deliver a potential mate to the son of the Amethyst clan's most
despised enemy-and the man he's loved in secret for the last hundred years-Topaz dragon Ian Brand.
Refusal is impossible. Dragons don't consort with dragons, and should Geoffrey decline, he risks exposing
them both.Ian Brand, charming black sheep of the Topaz clan, is trapped between his forbidden love for
an Amethyst dragon centuries his senior and his duty to his family. Chosen by his unhinged father to be
the Topaz candidate for the mating experiment, Ian is faced with a terrible choice: run away with the man
he loves and face the deadly consequences, or accept his fate with a broken heart.But dragon magic, as
Matthieu, Geoffrey, and Ian soon discover, works in mysterious ways. When an unforeseeable
circumstance draws them all together and puts their futures at risk, they have no choice but to set their
differences aside and work together to prove a new, startling truth...What the dragon world knows about
mates has been wrong all along, and it will be up to the three of them to prove it.Mate is a 103,000 word
steamy omegaverse mpreg-ish romance that will leave you in stitches. It contains an experiment gone
awry, five eccentric peacocks, an unusually large number of whelps, an ancient Viking Daddy dragon,
and science! For maximum enjoyment, Mate is best read following the events of Clutch and Bond.
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